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Scottish wedding venue – ‘The Barn @ Barra Castle’ specifies Kährs’ grey-toned wood 
flooring design 

Unique and stylish events and wedding venue ‘The Barn @ Barra Castle’ includes over 
800m2 of Kährs' Oak Espace grey-toned wood flooring design throughout the premises. 
The Barn, which is situated in the grounds of the 16th century Barra Castle, has 
unrivalled views across Aberdeenshire - providing a breath taking backdrop for any 
occasion. 
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After many years of restoring Barra Castle itself, owners David and Sarah Stephens switched 
their focus to converting the castle’s external old barn into the spectacular wedding venue that it 
is today. With its traditional, yet contemporary, interior style and informal vibe, ‘Barra Barn’ has 
been a popular choice for weddings, conferences, dinner dances and private parties since it 
opened in 2017.  
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Owner Sarah Stephen says: “Having used Kährs flooring for the renovation of the Castle's great 
hall - we were certain we wanted to opt for the Kährs superior quality and service again. The 
huge choice and attention to detail provided by Kährs was second to none.  We chose the 
Espace due to its overall look and size. We were aiming for a "luxury rustic" look and given the 
compliments we get on a regular basis the choice of floor has achieved that goal!” 

Kährs' Oak Espace features blue-grey nuances throughout and is finished with a bespoke 
handscraping treatment - the end result is a uniquely dynamic and rustic design with plenty of 
texture and character. Kährs' extensive range of sustainable real wood floors includes a 
selection of on-trend grey designs. Browse the full range at www.kahrs.com  

For more information about the beautiful Barra Barn venue, please visit www.barracastle.co.uk 
or contact Sarah at info@barracastle.co.uk.  
 

For further information, please contact:  
Kährs (UK) Ltd  
Tel: 023 9245 3045, Email: sales@kahrs.com or visit www.kahrs.com  
 
For further media information, please contact:  
Katherine Mathews, PR and Communications  
Tel: 023 9245 3045, Email: katherine.mathews@kahrs.com  

 

Kährs was founded in 1857 in Nybro in southern Sweden, and is one of the world's leading brands of parquet and 
wood flooring. Kährs floors are made with a true passion for wood and designed with both functionality and beauty in 
mind. Since 2012, Kährs is a part of Kährs Group. The group delivers products to more than 70 countries and is a 
market leader in Sweden, Finland and Russia, and holds a strong position in other key markets, such as the UK and 
Germany. Find out more at www.kahrs.com 
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